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ABSTRACT 
 
Most recent researches have concentrated on the rapid development of sensors, data acquisition, data 
transportation and storage system, whereas the studies about the soft of SHM system are relatively scarce. On-
line identification and analysis of structure has not been developed commercial software. Thus, for each project, 
the on-line monitoring software needs to design respectively. In the view of this situation, the author’s 
development team developed the structural monitor and analysis evaluation software system (SMAE). It 
contains the on-line monitoring, modal identification and finite element model calculation part. On-line monitor 
and display subsystem is based on the IE explorer. The date of acceleration can be get through the internet 
convenient. Modal identification subsystem contains two modal identification methods， the Peak-picking 
method (PPK) and stochastic subspace identification (SSI) method. The finite element model calculation 
subsystem integrated the 3D3S software analysis module and can provide the interface with other commercial 
software, also can define the sensor in the finite element model. Then, it applied to the in building Shanghai 
tower. The Shanghai tower is a frame-core wall structure with a height of 632m, the tallest building in china. a 
comprehensive structural health monitoring (SHM) system has been installed on Shanghai tower. The SHM 
system is composed of a main monitoring station and 11 substations which is installed on the strengthened 
stories, basement and top of tower. Through the SHM system, we can use SAME software to get the dynamic 
property of the tower during the phase of construction. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is emerging as a very powerful technique in civil engineering structural for 
collecting accurate information about the changes in the structures during the operation. It can provide abundant 
information on structural conditions and system performance. SHM is used in the bridge and civil engineering 
infrastructure at first and gradually applied in large-scale complicated building structure in decade (Hermans et 
al. 1999). In china, the Canton Tower and the Shanghai Tower equipped the fully SHM system in the 
construction and service phase (Chen et al. 2011). SHM system contains sensor, data acquisition and storage 
system, security assessment. In the early stage, the level of sensor technique development is low, and then can 
only identify the macro parameter such as frequency of the structural. As the sensor technique’s development, 
the local parameter such as strain, stress also can be monitored. Thus, the method based on the monitoring data 
of both the structure reliability assessment and safety early warning is become achievable (Peeters 2000). 
 
Structural modal is the response of the structure’s own features. Each modal has its particular modal parameters 
which reflect the dynamic properties. Through monitor the modal parameters, SHM system can to get the 
variation of the structure. Modal analysis method can be obtained by either traditional or ambient vibration 
identification techniques (Cauberghe 2004; Qin et al.2001; Shi et al.2012). Dynamic testing of civil engineering 
structures under ambient vibration excitation has many advantages, such as no exaction equipment needed, no 
interruption of structural service conditions and less test time, which is more close to the real working 
conditions of civil engineering structures (Deraemaeke et al. 2008). The Peak-picking method (PPK) and 
stochastic subspace identification (SSI) in time-domain is the main method. 
 



METHOD OF MODAL IDENTIFICATION METHOD 
 

Pick-Peaking Method 
 
The pick-peaking method is based on the frequency domain to identify the structure’s modal. The frequency-
response function shows the relation between stimulation and response. When the frequency of stimulate near 
the structure’s natural frequency. A peak will be appeared in the (FRF).  
In the ambient excitation test, we couldn’t get the input-data of ambient excitation, so it’s unable to obtain the 
frequency-response function. But there is similarity relationship between auto-power spectrum of ambient 
excitation and FRF, we could use the peaking in auto-power spectrum of ambient excitation to identify the 
structure’s natural frequency. 
 
The structure dynamic equation is: 

 ( )Mx Cx Kx f t+ + =    (1) 

 
For the known input, the equation between FRF and output’s auto-power spectrum is: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )H
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When the input data is a random excitation, the auto-power spectrum of input data is a constant value. 
 ( )ffS w C=  (3) 

 
Then, the Eq. (2) can be changed into this form: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )H H

yy ffS w H w S w H w H w CH w= =  (4) 

 
From the Eq.(4), it’s obviously to see the similarity between auto-power spectrum and FRF. 
When there is more than one measure point, we can get several auto-power spectrums. In order to contain the 
entire auto-power spectrum’s information, we could use the Eq. (5)  to picking the peak. 
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After identify the structure’s natural frequency, the mode of vibration can be get through the peak in every auto-
power spectrum. 
 
Stochastic Subspace Identification 
 
Stochastic Subspace Identification is fitted directly to the raw time series data returned by the transducers. A 
parametric model is a mathematical model with some parameters that can be adjusted to change the way the 
model fits to the data. In general, we are looking for a set of parameters that will minimize the deviation 
between the predicted system response of the model and measured system response. This process is often called 
model calibration. The advantage of stochastic subspace identification is removing the effect of subjective in 
choosing a peak. At last, a stabilization diagram is draw to obtain the modal parameters. 
Stochastic Subspace Identification method is formulated using a discrete time stochastic state space model, 
assuming that the structure is a linear and time-invariant physical system, according to  
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Where 1kx + is the state vector of dimension n . ky  is the structural response, kw is the noise in modeling, kv is 

the noise caused by sensor, ku is the input-data. As the ku is a unknown data in ambient vibration, and has the 

similarity with noise kw and kv .Then, though combine the input data ku with kw , ku  , we can get basic model 

of Stochastic Subspace. 
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Matrix A is the state matrix and C is the observation matrix. After estimating the model matrix A and C, with 
covariance driven SSI algorism, the modal parameters of the structural system can be identified. The natural 
frequencies if  ,damp ratio iξ  and mode shapes iϕ  of the structural system are calculated from: 

 1A ϕ ϕ −= Λ  (8) 
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THE SOFT OF SAME 
 
Most recent researches have concentrated on the rapid development of sensors, data acquisition, data 
transportation and storage system, whereas the studies about the soft of SHM system are relatively scarce. On-
line identification and analysis of structure has not been developed generic software. Thus, for each project, the 
on-line monitoring software needs to design respectively. In the view of this situation, the author’s development 
team developed the structural monitor and analysis evaluation software system (SMAE). It contains the on-line 
monitoring, modal identification and finite element model calculation part. The Software interface as shown in 
Figure 2. 
 
SMAE software has four modules, named Online-data acquisition, Finite element analysis, Modal identification 
and Identification result analysis. 
 
Online-data acquisition module can acquire structure’s response data through website. The SMAE can 
preprocess and combine it automatically. Modal identification module can identification the modal parameter 
through the data transmitted by Online-data acquisition module. Finite element analysis module can analysis the 
structure’s dynamic properties. And, Monitor point can be defined in FEM modal. The result can be compared 
in result analysis module. We can compare the frequency and modal shape between identification and FEM 
convenient. 
 

 
Figure 1. Framework of SAME 



 
(a) On-line data acquisition 

 

 
(c) Finite element module 

 
(b) Interface of modal identification 

 

 
(d) Interface of result analysis 

Figure 2. Interface of SMAE 
 

 
Figure 3. Work flow of SMAE 



 

Application of SMAE in Shanghai Tower  
 
Shanghai tower is a steel reinforced concrete structure, which will be the highest building in China. In order to 
monitoring the variation of modal parameters in construction phase, the SMAE software is applied to analysis. 
The following content will around the issues of modal identification, arrangement of monitoring point and 
modal parameters analysis.  
 
Arrangement of Acceleration Measurement point 
 
For the purpose of comparing the mode displacement between FEM and identification, each strengthened story 
of FEM model was set virtual accelerate monitoring point in accordance with the actual. The 错误!未找到引用

源。 shows the virtual monitoring point in the FEM model of Shanghai tower. The arrows showed in the Figure 
represent the horizontal monitoring point. 
 

 
Figure 4. Arrangement of Acceleration Measurement point for Shanghai Tower 

 
Calculation in SMAE 
 
Two identification methods were selected to identify the modal parameters. From the dynamic analysis in FEM, 
the first five modal is axial bending and torsion, respectively. The dynamic property is very closed in two axial 
directions. In order to grantee the accuracy, identify the modal parameters in two directions is necessary. 
Confined to the length of the thesis, this paper only gives the identification process of the data acquired in 
2012.08. As showed in Figure 6, the results of two methods were corresponding. It means that the result were 
reliable. 
 



 
Figure 5. Photograph of the Shanghai tower and the corresponding FE model 

 

 
Figure 6. Identification result of modal frequency by PPK and SSI methods (X direction)  

 
Result Analysis 
 
The 



Table 1 showed the comparison between identification and finite element method. It is observed that the model 
prediction and measurement have a good agreement.  
 



Table 1. Comparison of frequency 

Natural Vibration Frequency 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 

MEA 0.2518 0.2694 0.3123 0.7603 0.8147 
FEA 0.2936 0.2972 0.5216 0.8135 0.8407 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this article, two modal parameter identification methods were discussed and software named structural 
monitor and analysis evaluation software system (SMAE) was developed. Then, the SMAE software was 
applied in a structural health monitor project. From the comparison of modal identification and finite element 
result, first two modes natural frequencies agree well with the analytical ones, but the errors in higher modes 
vary greatly. This shows that modal parameters from ambient vibration test can be used to update the finite 
element of the high-rise building, such that a better baseline model of the building can be obtained for future 
health monitoring and damage detection. 
 
Thorough the case study, the SMAE software showed its advantages in operation and accuracy identification. It 
indicates that the SMAE can be used in SHM. But it still has some shortage, such as computation speed. If the 
number of monitor point is large, it will cost a lot of time to calculate. 
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